Abstract: In this paper we develop a projective phase space generator appropriate for hadron collider geometry. The generator integrates over bremsstrahlung events which project back to a single, fixed Born event. The projection is dictated by the experimental jet algorithm allowing for the forward branching phase space generator to integrate out the jet masses and initial state radiation. When integrating over the virtual and bremsstrahlung amplitudes this results in a single K-factor, assigning an event probability to each Born event. This K-factor is calculable as a perturbative expansion in the strong coupling constant.
Introduction
Great advances have been made over the last decades in calculating scattering amplitudes contributing to higher order corrections for processes including jets [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In contrast the Monte Carlo methods of integrating over phase space have not evolved much, relying instead on advances in computer power. Given this, there was no urgency to develop improved phase space integration methods. However, the required precision of predictions needed for current and future experimental analyses makes the development of improved phase space integration methods a crucial task. In this paper, we will investigate the promising avenue of projective phase space generators [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
The basics of Monte Carlo integration are simple. Take as an example the process pp → V + 1 jet at Next-to-Leading (NLO) order. One generates random phase space events for the V + 1 massless particle production, assisted by importance sampling as implemented in, for example, VEGAS [18] , and evaluates the Born and dressed Virtual amplitudes to obtain the virtual weight. The observable under study is calculated from the momenta and the weight is binned accordingly in a histogram. This procedure is repeated for the V + 2 massless particle production. The events are randomly generated, used to evaluate the regulated bremsstrahlung amplitude, a jet algorithm is applied and the observable calculated. Finally, the bremsstrahlung amplitude weight is added to the corresponding bin in the histogram.
In this procedure the use of finite width bins is essential to ensure the cancellations between the virtual and bremsstrahlung contributions, needed to obtain a physical prediction. There are many drawbacks to this method. First of all, the bin edges can cause issues in the cancellations leading to instabilities which might need to be regulated. Secondly, the higher order phase space is extended with respect to the Born phase space. Consequently higher order corrections for an observable cover kinematic regions not accessible to the Born results, leading to instabilities in the predictions. Finally, in contrast to Leading Order (LO), one cannot define a weight at higher orders to a single event [3, [19] [20] [21] . At LO each V + 1 jet event has a probabilistic weight associated with it, allowing the events to be unweighted. This is an important step as the subsequent showering and detector simulations are potentially time expensive. At NLO and beyond this is no longer possible, making higher order predictions far more cumbersome and time consuming [22, 23] .
To alleviate these issues and obtain more efficient Monte Carlo integration methods for higher order calculations one has to change the basic method of phase space integration. A single pp → V + jet(s) event is a well defined multi-dimensional observable with respect to the reconstructed final state object. A scattering probability should be calculable orderby-order in the perturbative expansion. This single observed event is semi-inclusive with respect to the underlying partonic event due to the use of a jet algorithm necessary to obtain the jet final state. We have to integrate the partonic bremsstrahlung events over the jet cones and over the initial state radiation not associated with jets under the constraint of a fixed V + jet(s) event. In doing this one will obtain an infra-red stable, physical prediction order-by-order in perturbation theory. Such a method would allow for the generation of unweighted higher order events, possess no phase space extensions and possess no other sources of instabilities in the predictions. In other words, all the artificial instabilities introduced by the integration method and observable definitions are removed. Before being able to formulate such an improved method, some issues need to be addressed.
For final state radiation, defined as any partonic bremsstrahlung radiation clustered into a jet, the jet algorithm will construct jet momenta which at higher orders are no longer massless. As a result the massless Born jets cannot be associated with the higher order jets. However, we need to consider the jet event as semi-inclusive as far as the partonic contributions are concerned. In other words we have to integrate over all partonic configurations and consequently, jet masses, resulting in the final state bremsstrahlung contribution to the probabilistic weight of the observed V + jet event. In order to accomplish this, the higher order events with massive jets need to be projected onto the Born event with massless jets. This results in opaque jets without any internal structure as far as perturbative QCD is concerned. For hadron colliders the projection choice is obvious, one leaves the transverse momentum of the jet, p JET T , and the jet rapidity, η JET , invariant under the projection. This means that no predictions can be made which depend on the jet masses, as it is integrated over. Observables are constructed from the Born momenta with higher order corrections changing the event weight but not the event kinematics.
For initial state radiation, defined as partonic bremsstrahlung radiation not associated with the jets, the issue is in principle the same but in practice a bit more subtle. Any event has to observe momentum conservation. That is, summing the momenta of the final state objects together with the momenta of the unclustered radiation gives a perfect momentum balance (modulo detector generated restrictions). To obtain a physical result we need to integrate over the unclustered partonic bremsstrahlung radiation. Many avenues to proceed are possible and in this paper we will consider two options for projecting the event onto to Born event. The first option considers all partonic bremsstrahlung radiation as final state radiation, terminating the jet clustering when a preset number of clusters is reached. In the case of V + 1 jet all partonic radiation would be combined in a single cluster. The second option follows the traditional jet cone size approach. The transverse momentum of the unclustered parton(s) is taken into account by adding it back to one of the final state objects. As a result the final state objects are balanced in transverse momentum and hence can be associated with a LO momentum configuration. Naively, one would think this would make the event weight sensitive to the initial state radiation. However, the opposite is true. Not accounting for the initial state radiation into the final state objects lead to instabilities in the perturbative predictions. For example the inclusive Vector Boson transverse momentum distribution is sensitive to the initial state radiation because this radiation is not accounted for [24] . As a result a fixed order prediction of this observable will fail.
With the above methods of projecting the partonic bremsstrahlung events onto the Born phase space, we will factorize in Section 2 the bremsstrahlung higher order phase space into the Born phase space times the bremsstrahlung phase space. This adds a single 4-momentum integration per added bremsstrahlung parton. The initial and final state FBPS generators will, in Section 3, be combined into a single event generator. The results will finally be summarized in Section 4.
The Forward Branching Phase Space Generator
In this section we factorize the bremsstrahlung phase space into a Born phase space times an integral over the bremsstrahlung parton momenta. The Born phase space is defined by a preset projection prescription such as a jet algorithm. By construction, restricting the phase space integration to a single Born phase space point will integrate out the bremsstrahlung contribution to that particular Born event. This enables one to calculate the radiative corrections order-by-order in perturbation theory to any observable constructed from these fixed Born momenta.
To obtain the factorization of the phase space in a Born phase space times the contribution from the bremsstrahlung, we adopt the Forward Branching Phase Space (FBPS) approach [14, 16] . This method is firmly based on the methods used in parton showers where one generates new radiation starting from a Born event [25] . We imprint on the branching the projective constraints so the bremsstrahlung integrates over the parton configurations reconstructing to the fixed Born event.
A FBPS generator starts from a Born phase space generator producing the momenta of all observable objects from which observables are constructed. For the process of Vector Boson production plus n jets,
wherep a andp b are the incoming parton momenta,Q the vector boson momentum, M V the vector boson mass and {p i } n = {p 1 ,p 2 . . . ,p n } the set of n jet momenta. By generating an additional parton we obtain the bremsstrahlung phase space which will have a generic FBPS form. For a NLO generator this is given by
where we can choose a map generating the bremsstrahlung momenta from the Born momenta and the Jacobian J({p} n , p n+1 }) needs to be calculated. The projective jet algorithm is given by the inverse map M −1 ({p} n ← {p} n+1 ). A minimum requirement for the map is thatQ 2 = Q 2 . Furthermore, it is advantageous to separate initial state radiation from final state radiation. One can iterate this factorization trivially to generate multiple bremsstrahlung particles relevant for beyond NLO calculations. The first step is to define the cluster map, which is as close to the experimentally used object reconstruction as possible. Any infrared safe jet algorithm will suffice, including the family of k T -jet algorithm. For final state radiation a parton branches into two partons generating a jet mass. By keeping the transverse momentum, p T = (p x , p y ), and the rapidity, η = 1 2 log E+pz E−pz , of the jet invariant under the branching one can integrate over the jet mass. Obtaining the massless Born jet momentum is a numerically straightforward procedure. For a jet momentum with mass, we rewrite it in coordinates of mass, transverse momentum and rapidity, set the mass to zero and translate it back in a now massless jet with the same transverse momentum and rapidity:
For the initial state radiation one generates unclustered particles (or particles "clustered with the beam jet") creating a transverse momentum imbalance in the final state object momenta. Here one can choose to absorb the generated unclustered momenta in the vector boson momentum or alternatively keep clustering bremsstrahlung momenta into jets until the required number of remaining clusters is obtained by not defining a jet cone size. Using this type of projection allows one to calculate the differential cross sections d (4) 
point-by-point in the distribution without the need to introduce histograms. Specifying a single point in the distribution gives an unique Born event with fixed momenta, while higher order corrections add a K-factor calculable order-by-order in perturbation theory.
The Born Phase Space Generator
We begin by formulating the Born phase space generator in a convenient manner and introduce the notation and conventions that we will use for the remainder of the paper. In order to be able to constrain the rapidity of the vector boson,η Q , the transverse momenta, p (i) T , rapidity,η i , and the azimuthal angle,φ i , of the jets, we will make these kinematic variables explicit integration variables.
We use the convention that hatted variables are for the Born event and unhatted variables are for the branched bremsstrahlung events. The momenta are parameterized as followsp
wherep a,b are the the incoming particle momenta with parton fractions x a,b , the jet momenta are given byp
µ , and the vector boson momentum is given byQ µ . Starting from the Born phase space, Eq. 2.1, we perform the following transformations:
= dp
After integratingˆ q T ,x a ,x b over the Kronecker δ-functions, we obtain 6) and the constraints for a physical event,x a,b ≤ 1, given by the Θ-functions.
The Final State FBPS Generator
The final state generator begins with a V + jet(s) Born event. One of the massless Born jets is split into two partons generating a massive jet. To project back onto the massless Born jet we scale the longitudinal momentum, p L 12 of the massive jet, leaving invariant both the transverse momentum and the rapidity of the jet
, P =P = p 3 + · · · + p n and α is given by the constraintp 2 J = 0. Note thatp a andp b are reconstructed fromp ab using For Rambo the V + 2 particle phase space was generated and a jet algorithm applied to obtain a V + 1 jet inclusive final state. For the FBPS generator the observables are the Born momenta, while the phase space weight is re-weighted by the bremsstrahlung event(s).
To derive the FBPS generator we first encode the branching in a decomposition of unity 8) insert it into the 3-particle phase space generator
9) and integrate p 2 over δ(p J − p 12 − α p L 12 ) and subsequently integrate α over δ(p 2 2 ) to obtain the desired FBPS generator
The momenta are given by
, Q =Q and the Jacobian is given by
where
(2.12)
The upper limit on the integration over p 1 is determined by the condition on the parton fractions x a,b < 1. Because the bremsstrahlung is generated mostly soft and/or collinear with the jet momentum this condition can be implemented through a veto without any noticeable impact on the performance of the generator. The generator is a complete phase space generator, however it is designed to be used in a different manner. This final state brancher is generated from a fixed Born event. By repeatedly branching this event, one integrates over the jet mass and obtains the final state part of the K-factor for this Born event. The FBPS generator of Eq. 2.10 is compared to the RAMBO phase space generator [26] in Fig. 1. 
The Initial State FBPS Generator
The initial state brancher is more complicated due to the fact that the extra parton generated is part of the beam jet and not added to the final state jets. As a consequence the transverse momentum generated by the branching momentum will have to be balanced by vector boson or absorbed into the jet. At higher orders this generates events with transverse momentum of the vector boson below the transverse momentum cut on the jet transverse momentum.
We first derive the generator which leaves the jet momentum p J invariant. The cluster map is given bŷ
The first step is again to encode the above branching in a partition of unity
, (2.14) and insert it in the 3 particle phase space
the Jacobian is given by
Because the jet transverse momentum and rapidity is invariant under the branching the Born phase space can be generated with the given jet cuts. The comparisons with RAMBO are shown in Fig. 2 . Next we construct the generator, leaving the vector boson momentum Q invariant. The clustering is now given bŷ
and α is given by the constraint that p 2 J =p 2 J . Encoding the above branching in a partition of unity
inserting it in the 3-particle phase space, The momenta are given by
Because the jet gets a kick due to the emission of the extra parton, we cannot impose the jet cuts on the Born generator. The comparisons with RAMBO are shown in Fig. 3 .
Kinematics
The above FBPS generators require us to generate the massless bremsstrahlung particle p 1 . One method is to utilize the jettiness variables which are equivalent to normalized Sudakov parameters [27] [28] [29] . For the initial state brancher this is quite straightforward dp 1 δ(p 2 1 ) = 1 2 dp
Given the integration variables τ a , τ b and φ 1 we can reconstruct the bremsstrahlung momentum
This needs to be generalized to the final state brancher. To define the jettiness of the bremsstrahlung particle we choose the born jet momentump J and one of the born beam momenta,p a/b . Next, we apply a Sudakov decomposition [30] of the bremsstrahlung momentum p 1 with respect top J andp a/b
By demanding that p 2 1 = 0 we find
To construct p µ T we choose two space-like momenta n µ 3/4 with the properties (n 1/2 · n 3/4 ) = 0 and n 2 3,4 = −1, then
One possible construction of n µ 3/4 is given bŷ
where g µ 3/4 are arbitrary reference momenta. The integration measure is given by dp 1 δ(p 
The Phase Space Generator for V+jets Cross Sections
The final step is to construct a cross section phase space generator. This requires combining the initial state and final state FBPS generators. The introduction of a jet algorithm will do this by partitioning the phase space into individual sectors, one for each parton. The phase space for the two sectors associated with the initial state partons will use an initial state FBPS generator. While the each sector associated with a jet will use the final state FBPS generator. The sectors are determined by the distance measures between the partons/clusters given by the jet algorithm. For the k T -jet family of jet algorithms [31] we have
where For Rambo the V + 2 particle phase space was generated and a jet algorithm applied to obtain a V + 1 jet exclusive final state. For the FBPS generator the observables are the Born momenta, while the phase space weight is re-weighted by the bremsstrahlung event(s).
For the example of P P → V +1 jet we use the jet algorithm to separate the phase space into two initial state bremsstrahlung sectors and the final state bremsstrahlung sector, i.e., the 0-jet, 1-jet, and 2-jet sectors. In this NLO example the jet algorithm simplifies significantly which in general will not be the case. In order to separate final state bremsstrahlung from other bremsstrahlung radiation, we use the decomposition of one to isolate the final state radiation
However, the second term includes 2-jet final state contributions. We can further decompose the second term
By requiring a 1-jet exclusive final state, we can filter out the 0-jet and 2-jet contributions, resulting in
(3.5) resulting in 3 sectors, one for each of the incoming beams and one for the final state jet. It is straightforward to generalize this procedure to multiple jet final states. The P P → V + 1 exclusive jet phase space now becomes
By adding the initial state transverse momentum kick to the vector boson we leave the jet momentum invariant. In Fig. 4 we show the validation of the cross section phase space generator in Eq. 3.6 by comparing to the RAMBO phase space generator using a k T -jet algorithm. To see the effect of initial state radiation we show in Fig. 5 the change in the vector boson momentum due to the initial state bremsstrahlung radiation. If one chooses to add the unclustered partonic radiation back to the vector boson momentum one would recover fully the initiating Born event.
Alternatively, one could choose to give the initial state radiation transverse momentum kick to the jet, leaving the vector boson momentum invariant. Again by balancing the transverse momentum of the final state objects by adding the unclustered partonic transverse momentum to the jet momentum the originating Born event is fully reconstructed.
Conclusions
The use of a FBPS generator offers many improvements for higher order calculations compared to conventional phase space generators. These all stem from the property that the bremsstrahlung is generated from an originating Born event with the observables calculated from the Born event momenta. This feature provides us the ability to define single event weights beyond Leading Order.
From a numerical viewpoint, calculating the higher order corrections to the event weight is vastly improved as the dimensionality of the phase space integration at NLO is only three and independent of the jet multiplicity. This makes the integration tractable and straightforward to optimize with a large variety of numerical integration options available. Each colored line in the event has its own independent 3-dimensional integration. The cancellations between virtual and soft/collinear can be fine-tuned per Born event. One drawback of the method is that the subtraction method has to match this approach. One has to ensure the subtraction term projects back to the Born event and not to a variety of different Born events. The more physically motivated slicing methods will not be affected by this issue since these methods always project back to the originating Born event [21, 32] .
In general the observable can be smeared by the bremsstrahlung, as is shown in Fig. 5 . However this smearing is per construction infrared unstable as it is generated by soft/collinear radiation pushing the observable away from its Born value. Using the Born event momenta to define the observable will guarantee an infrared insensitive observable and hence a stable prediction. Predictions like the jet mass are best made using shower Monte Carlo's which can be easily matched to the fixed LO event to fill back in the opaque jet with hadrons and add the initial state hadronic radiation, providing a fully exclusive final state. This will set up a natural separation between the fixed order perturbative part and the shower part of the prediction, with higher order corrections providing a K-factor to the showered LO event.
One can go a step further and produce an unweighted LO event sample, shower/hadronize the event and apply detector corrections. Next we can generate for each of these LO events a K-factor using the FBPS generator. Assuming we have perturbative convergence, the K-factor should be of order one. This will re-weight the showered and detector corrected Born event with a weight around one. Applying radiative corrections in this manner is straightforward and time efficient. The experimental jet algorithm does not need to be changed as long as the observable is unaltered by the bremsstrahlung radiation , i.e. the most exclusive observable is given by dσ/(dQ{d p i T dη i } n i=1 ) using the generator of Eq. 3.6. One can go further and change the clustering phase of the jet algorithm itself to obtain massless jets and cluster the initial state radiation back into the final state objects. Then the exact Born event is reconstructed and any observable using the Born event momenta can be used to define observables.
The next phase of the project is to apply the FBPS generator to the NLO calculations of P P → V + 1 jet, P P → 2 jets and P P → V + 2 jets. Each of these processes will add more complexity to the approach. After these processes have been successfully computed in the FBPS approach, we can begin investigating and constructing NNLO processes such as P P → V + 1 jet.
